•

Grass should be cut by the mower up to, and no
closer than three (3) inches from every marker.
The rest of the turf will be trimmed with a line
trimmer (weed whips) using a line that measures
no more than .09” in diameter. There should be
a clear understanding as to the delicacy of the
markers in the cemetery.

•

Any damage should be reported immediately to
the cemetery superintendent.

Drainage
The dramatic topography of Cedar Hill Cemetery,
including the terraces constructed for burials and
circulation, are threatened by water flow and
drainage patterns that have eroded the terraces,
causing slumps and depressions in various areas. In
addition, First Street, which extends along the low
area of the cemetery, has problems with ponding and
slumping pavement because the street was built in an
old streambed.
Figure 4-1. Damage to stones from mowers and trimmers
will continue unless there is adequate instruction, supervision.
Source: JMA 2010.

Figure 4-2. Small terraced hill next to vehicular road and the
numerous terraces on the west slope of the cemetery need
special consideration for mowing without scalping the turf and
destroying historic tree roots. Source: JMA 2010.
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Determining specific problems and solutions will
require a professional civil engineer or landscape
architect. Development in surrounding areas of the
cemetery can also cause changes in drainage patterns
andadditionalstormwaterflowontothesite,especially
at the lower levels of the landscape. Standing water
near grave markers can cause damage to the stones
and their surroundings. Recommendations include:
•

After consultation with engineer or landscape
architect, install a French drain (a trench filled
with gravel and toped with sand) or drainage tile
to rectify specific drainage problems from oﬀ site.
These should be directed to locations outside the
fence line of the cemetery so that any run-oﬀ is
caught outside of the cemetery boundary.

•

In the event that imported soil is used to level or
build up an area, be certain that no markers are
being covered and lost due to this addition.

•

Consult with City of Suﬀolk engineers for
assistance with improvements and solutions to
the drainage issues and consult with plot owners,
if available, as to potential solutions for drainage
problems.

•

In areas of severe depressions in the soil resulting
from burial shaft settling or removal of trees
or shrubs, an archeologist experienced with
work on historic sites and cemeteries should be
consulted. If the depression is a safety or drainage
hazard and the decision is made to fill it in, it is
important to determine whether or not it is that
of an unmarked grave.
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Figure 4-3. Drainage issues cause slumps and depressions that
cause filling and washing of soil, undermining the gravestones,
particularly the very small and vulnerable ones in low lying areas.
Source: JMA 2010.

•

Any alteration of the landscape should be
documented and recorded.

Figure 4-4. Cedar trees have been present in the cemetery
since 1887. Tree removal has since occurred due to disease
or damage from weather. Methods for replanting can include
planting inside one of the remaining stumps (See Appendix C).
Source: JMA 2010.

•

Inspect the trees to make sure the root systems
are not interfering with gravestones and that
broken limbs are not safety hazards;

•

Working in conjunction with private owners,
replace a tree that has sustained damage or is no
longer viable;

•

Consult with a landscape architect about
replacing a tree with the exact species. This is a
good idea for the cedars, but other trees might
not be native and a diﬀerent replacement species
might thrive longer. It may not be economically
feasible to replace certain species or not advisable
because it maybe harmful to the gravestones;

•

When replacement is considered, also consult a
certified arborist who has experience with historic
landscapes and trees;

•

If a tree needs to be removed due to disease,
damage, or conflict with gravestones, it is best
to cut it as close to the ground as possible, then
allow the stump to decay without assistance of
chemicals. After the stump has decayed topsoil

Trees
Many trees in Cedar Hill Cemetery are historic
features that give this cultural landscape its unique
character, grace, and spatial order. Many of the cedar
trees are 100 years old or more; other historic trees
also grow within the cemetery. Preservation, care and
maintenance of these trees is paramount to maintain
the integrity of the entire cemetery. Maintenance of
the trees requires strategies for preservation, removal,
re-planting and developing horticultural practices for
proper nutrition and growth.
Recommendations for tree maintenance are as
follows:
•

Plant the right tree in the proper location and
maintain it so that it is an asset to the cemetery
and not a liability;

•

Fertilize the trees annually with a slow release
fertilizer;
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can be added and the area reseeded. (Also see
Appendix C for specific recommendations);
•

All volunteer growth should be removed at least
once a year to avoid damage caused by unchecked
fast-growing invasive species;

•

Trees and shrubs should be investigated for
pruning needs on a regular basis to protect people
and cemetery artifacts from falling branches;

•

A five-year cycle of pruning is advised for normal
maintenance; and

•

After inclement or windy weather the cemetery
should be inspected for tree damage that would
necessitate pruning or staking.

There are exceptions to parts of this act, specific
to historic settings: the Secretary of the Interior
recommends “complying with barrier-free access
requirements, in such a way that characterdefining features, materials and finishes are
preserved; for example, widening existing stone
walk by adding new stone adjacent to it to achieve
the desired width.”1

[Will include lists of appropriate trees native to Virginia]

Road
and
Pathway
Management & Maintenance
The circulation pattern of the road and pathways in
the cemetery should remain as originally laid out.
Many of the roadways in Cedar Hill Cemetery have
diminished in size due to grassy edges that have
spread inward and over the pavement or gravel.
Recommendations for maintenance and repair
include:
•

Roadways should be restored to their designed
widths and maintained consistently to that
width.

•

Water and soil slump causing uneven road
surfaces. Consider repaving the entire road rather
than patchwork repairs with leftover asphalt.

•

Surface materials for the roadways should be
consistent, with all paved roads having the same
type of surfacing material and all gravel roads
having the same type of surfacing material.

•

Vehicle entrances should be at least twelve to
fourteen feet wide.

•

Pedestrian entrances should be at least sixty
inches wide.

•

Paved paths should be a minimum of sixty
inches wide and for universal accessibility
where possible. However, historic topography in
Cedar Hill Cemetery prohibits many paths from
being universally accessible, especially those
that run west to east up the western slope of the
cemetery.

•
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The Americans with Disabilities Act is intended
to eliminate, as much as reasonable, unnecessary
barriers encountered by those with disabilities.

Figure 4-5. Paved surface on First Street is uneven with distinct
low areas that cause ponding. Grass encroachment has reduced
the width of the paved surface. Source: JMA 2010.

Figure 4-6. Roadway to the east of First Street and up the
western slope of the cemetery has gravel surfacing with grass
encroachment. Source: JMA 2010.
1 The Secretary of the Interior’s Rehabilitation Guidelines for
the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes, pp 86.
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Phasing and Costs

CHAPTER FIVE: PHASING & ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COSTS
The following is a guide for treatment implementation with an estimate of probable costs. It is based on the
recommendations for Cedar Hill Cemetery and the established priorities. Please note that these costs are only
basic estimates and in all categories prices may go up as numbers of repairs increase over time.

Priority One
Item:

Cost:

Encourage formation of a non-profit
“Friends of Cedar Hill” group.

$0.00

Total:

Recommended Funding Source:
Volunteers

Hire a professionally licensed arborist $10,000
to conduct a complete tree inventory
and assessment.

$10,000

Local, state, or federal grants, time
and materials donation, donations
from local sources.

Hire an historical landscape architect $0.00
to complete a master planting plan
with recommendations for plants and
locations.

Volunteer from Friends Group or
Technical Review Committee.

Document all grave markers, enclosing $0.00
curbs and plot fencing.

Volunteers

Reset and repair heavily damaged
grave markers including restoration of
foundations, erosion repair, vegetation
removals, pruning and fertilization of
trees Phase I.

$10,000
(this figure could
vary due to
number of graves
and extent of
damage)

$10,000

Volunteer work currently in place
for markers. Work with families
owning plots, City and Friends
Group could partner to raise funds
for earthwork or tree removal
requiring professionals.

Restoration of terrace steps, walls, and
sidewalk.

$25,000-$35,000
$35,000
(updated quotes
for
materials
and labor are
necessary)

Quotes have been obtained by
volunteers and should be updated.
Local and state grants, local donors
like specific projects and could be
recognized for their contributions.

Remove litter and debris.

$0.00

Volunteers

Remove weeds, ivy, and volunteer trees $0.00
and fallen trees.
Repair primary roads and paths. $20,000
Prioritize roadwork (chip and seal (this figure
surfacing).
vary)
Label and remove pieces of broken
markers for later repair.

Partially done now by City staﬀ,
volunteers.
$20,000
will

City funds, Friends Group, grants,
local donations, phase and repair
work.

$0.00

Volunteers and Friends Group.

Promote pedestrian walkway from $0.00
the Visitor Center to Cedar Hill and
enhance the pedestrian entrance on
East Constance Road.

Volunteers and Friends Group.

Total for Priority One

$75,000

Target specific projects one at a time
and phase work as funding becomes
available.
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Priority Two
Item:

Cost:

Repair secondary roads and paths $15,000
Prioritize repair (grass and gravel).

Total:

Recommended Funding Source:

$15,000

Local donors, grants, Friends of Cedar
Hill. Phase repairs.

Plant new cedar trees in critical areas
according to the master planting plan.

$0.00

City and partners,
volunteers.

Lawn and planting rehabilitation.

$0.00

Partially done by City staﬀ, volunteers.

Repair or restore plot curbs, walls, and
fencing.

$0.00

Work with families if available,
volunteers, grants, and local donors.

Group

Repair critical broken monuments, $10,000
mausoleums, or walls and grave markers
Phase II.

$10,000

Work with families if available,
volunteers, grants at every level, and
local donors. Estimate depends on
number and condition of structures and
family participation.

Complete a signage system for the $15,000
roadways
for
visitor
orientation,
information, and direction.

$15,000

Local and state grants, Friends Group,
local donors.

Provide visitor amenities
benches and trash receptacles.

including $5,000

$5,000

Local donors (naming opportunities for
benches), City and partners, Friends
Group.

Enhance interpretation and include $5,000
interpretive signage in limited areas.

$5,000

Historic groups, volunteers, Friends
Group, local donors.

Consider adding water supply to cemetery
(to be discussed).
Total for Priority Two:
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Friends

Friends Group, City staﬀ and volunteers
need to make a decision on bringing
water in.
$50,000

Target projects for “donor appeal” such
as benches, tree planting, and specific
restoration projects
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Priority Three
Item:

Cost:

Continue to improve interpretation with
maps, wed site, and public tours.

$0.00

Total:

Recommended Funding Source:
Volunteers

Develop a visitor gathering area at $25,000
the bottom of the Terrace Steps with
informational kiosk, benches, and trash
receptacle.

$25,000

Local and state grants, local business
donations, local donors, City and
partners, Friends Group. Good
opportunity for “donor appeal” for
specific projects.

Repair critical broken monuments, $5,000
mausoleums, or walls and grave markers (as needed)
Phase III.

$5,000

Work with families, volunteers,
grants at every level.

Stone conservation of granite markers that $5,000
have shifted and marble markers that are (as needed)
currently in satisfactory condition.

$5,000

Work with families, volunteers,
grants at every level.
City staﬀ, partners, Friends Group,
volunteers.

Continue cedar tree planting as necessary $0.00
to retain historic planting grid and to
replace cedar trees in kind.
Total for Priority Three
(note: cost will be higher as repairs are
necessary over time)

$35,000
(minimum)
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Policy & Funding Recommendations
Introduction
Regulations and Laws
Historic Designation
Emergency Preparedness
Recordkeeping
Funding and Partnerships

CHAPTER SIX: POLICY AND FUNDING RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
This chapter discusses recommendations regarding
cemetery management policy and preservation
funding. It begins with an overview of the regulations
and laws aﬀecting cemetery preservation in Suﬀolk.
The next section discusses historic preservation
designation at several levels and how it can
aﬀect cemetery preservation. This is followed by
recommendationsregardingemergencypreparedness
and recordkeeping. The chapter concludes with a
section describing the various funding sources and
recommendations on partnerships.

Regulations & Laws
A number of regulations and laws, ranging from
local to federal, may aﬀect preservation activities
conducted within the Cedar Hill Cemetery. Plans
for these activities should be reviewed by the City of
Suﬀolk Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC) prior
to commencement of work.

Local Law
Sections of the Code of the City of Suﬀolk, Virginia,
Chapter 22, Cemeteries, relevant to cemetery
preservation are as follows:
Sec. 22-55. Supervision of work; work permits.
All work in the city cemetery, including turfing,
filling up lots, filling up graves, cutting grass,
cleaning lots, cleaning monuments, tombstones,
etc., shall be under the immediate supervision of
the superintendent of cemeteries or his agent; and
no person shall do or cause to be done any such
work in such cemetery, except on a written permit
from the superintendent or under punishment as
provided in section 1-14.
(Code 1976, § 6-14)
Sec. 22-95. Care of burial spaces, lots and
mausoleums.
(a)
Every owner of a burial space, lot or
mausoleum in any city cemetery, or trustee having
a burial space, lot or mausoleum in his charge,
is required to keep the grass, weeds and other
growth, except flowers and plants for ornaments,
cut close to the ground in his burial space, lot
or mausoleum, to allow no useless or unsightly
thing to remain, and otherwise to keep his burial
space, lot or mausoleum in good condition and
state of repair at all times. In case of failure to do
so, after written notice from the superintendent

of cemeteries, the oﬀender shall pay a fine of
$25.00 for every seven days his lot shall remain in
improper condition.
(b) This section shall have no application to the
burial space, lot or mausoleum of any person
during such time as it shall be the duty of the city
under the provisions of this chapter to keep it in
proper condition.
(Code 1976, § 6-26)
Sec. 22-138. Disposition of cemetery funds.
(a) It shall be the duty of the city treasurer to
invest all amounts paid into the city treasury
or given or left to the city by will or otherwise
for the care of burial sites, lots or mausoleums
and two-thirds of the funds from the sale of all
burial sites, lots and mausoleum sites in any city
cemetery in a separate fund, the interest from
which shall be applied to the perpetual care of
the city’s cemeteries.
(b) The remaining one-third of funds from the
sale of burial sites, lots and mausoleum sites, and
the funds from all other cemetery fees or charges,
shall be placed in the general fund of the city.
(Code 1976, § 6-24)
According to the first two sections, every owner
of a burial plot is required to maintain the plot in
a state of repair or pay a fine starting at $25 (Sec. 2295). However, anyone who intends to clean
monuments must do so under the supervision of
the superintendent of cemeteries and must obtain
a written permit from the superintendent prior to
commencement of the work (Sec. 22-55).
Recommended: Consult with city attorney
regarding permitting of routine maintenance vs.
preservation work such as cleaning monuments,
repointing or resetting bricks, or even re-setting
monuments. Clarification is also needed to
determine whether work done by the plot owner
or authorized agent is subject to fine, or just work
performed by others.
Regarding the disposition of funds (Sec. 22-138),
adherence to this law by the city treasury is important
if the perpetual care fund is to be maintained as
the appropriate level to support growing needs for
maintenance of a historic cemetery.
Recommended: Consider applying to the City
Council to repeal Sec. 22-138 (b) to allow all funds
from sales and other fees or charges to go into
the perpetual care fund in order to provide better
care of this historic resource.
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In addition, it is recommended that consideration be
given to amending the Code to add further provisions
for the protection of resources within this historic
cemetery. In Massachusetts, for example, proposals to
restore gravestones must be reviewed by the Secretary
of the Commonwealth prior to the issuance of a permit
for such work. In the case of Suﬀolk, in addition to
review by the cemetery superintendent, proposals
could be reviewed by the Friends of Cedar Hill nonprofit organization prior to permitting. The Friends
would assure that such proposals meet national and
state preservation standards. This review could also
involve the Virginia Department of Historic Resources
if necessary. It is important, however, that provisions
be specific and not so stringent that they discourage
routine maintenance and care of private plots.

State Law
As reported by the VDHR, Virginia statutes protect
from disturbance all cemeteries, burial grounds,
and human remains deposited in burial places.
However, existing statutes do not address the legal
responsibility for cemetery maintenance. In common
practice, active cemeteries are maintained by property
owners. VDHR recommends that before undertaking
any cemetery maintenance activity, one should obtain
permission from the current property owner and local
government attorneys should be contacted to learn
of any local requirements or regulations regarding
cemetery treatment.1
VDHR’s statement, however, makes no reference to
this particular section of the State of Virginia Code:
§ 57-39.1. Improvement of abandoned and neglected
graveyards.
When the owners of any private graveyard, not
connected with any church or church property,
abandon the graveyard and allow it to fall into
a condition of neglect and disuse, so that it is
unsightly and thereby lessens the desirability
and value of adjacent land, and the owners fail or
refuse, when requested by the owner of adjacent
land or when requested by the local governing
body of the county, city or town wherein the
private graveyard is located, to remedy such
condition of neglect and put the graveyard into
suitable condition, then any owner of adjacent
land or the local governing body may file a bill
in equity in the circuit court of the county or city
wherein the graveyard is located, for the purpose
of requiring the graveyard to be placed in a
1 www.dhr.virginia.gov/homepage_general/faq_cem_presv.
htm
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suitable condition. The owners of the graveyard
or any person having a right therein shall be
made defendants to such court proceedings.
The court shall not enter an order requiring
the owners of a graveyard in which a grave or
entombment right has never been sold to improve
it or place it in a suitable condition. However,
after hearing the evidence the court may allow
the petitioners, at their own expense, to improve
the graveyard and place it in suitable condition
and may also require bond to ensure that the
petitioners will not injure or remove any tomb,
monument, gravestone, grave marker, or vault
without having first obtained court approval.
Acting pursuant to court order, the petitioners
may thereafter enter upon the land and improve
the graveyard and place it in suitable condition.
The costs in any case involving a graveyard in
which a grave or entombment right has never
been sold shall be paid by the petitioners.
In any case involving a graveyard in which a grave
or entombment right has been sold, the court shall
determine whether the owners or petitioners
shall pay the costs of improving the graveyard
and may require bond to insure against injury
or removal of any tomb, monument, gravestone,
grave marker, or vault without court approval.
(1950, p. 91; 1986, c. 55; 1990, c. 675.)
It is not clear if the “owners of any private graveyard”
might include the owners of a private plot within a
municipal cemetery. If it is interpreted as such, then a
municipality may be able to turn to the circuit court
for enforcement. However, such actions may prove
to be not financially feasible and may be seen by the
public as an extreme and undesirable action.
Recommended: Consult with city attorney
regarding the interpretation of this section and
its applicability to use at Cedar Hill Cemetery.
In addition, it is recommended that local support
be oﬀered towards amending the state code to add
further provisions for the protection of resources in
historic cemeteries. For example, Section 713.002 of
the State of Texas code generally provides that any
city or town that owns or has control of any cemetery
has the power to maintain the cemetery. This was
further detailed in May of 2009, when the Texas
Legislature amended Section 713.011 to charge a
municipality that “operates or has jurisdiction over a
public cemetery” with the responsibility to “maintain
the cemetery in a condition that does not endanger
the public health, safety, comfort, or welfare.” In this
context, maintenance includes:
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•

repairing and maintaining any fences, walls,
buildings, roads, or other improvements;

•

leveling or straightening markers or memorials;

•

properly maintaining lawns shrubbery, and other
plants;

•

removing debris, including dead flowers and
deteriorated plastic ornaments; and

•

promptly restoring grave sites following an
interment.

This is an improvement for the state of cemetery
preservation in Texas because, prior to the amendment
of this section, municipalities were not legally allowed
to perform any workwithin privately-owned cemetery
plots within written approval from the owner. This
had become problematic because often descendents
of the original owners are diﬃcult to locate or do not
even know that they inherited burial plots.

Federal Law
Finally, if any cemetery preservation activities are
federally funded, permitted, or approved, Section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act requires that
the responsible federal agency consider the eﬀects of
these activities on historic properties that are either
listed on the National Register of Historic Places or
are eligible for inclusion. Cedar Hill Cemetery was
listed in the National Register in 2006 and is therefore
protected by Section 106. The Virginia Department of
Historic Resources (VDHR) is the state agency that
reviews and monitors federally-funded, permitted,
or approved projects. More information is available
on the VDHR web site.

building-oriented and their application to historic
landmarks such as the Cedar Hill Cemetery is not
discussed.
Recommendation: amend the HDDG to include
a section that addresses preservation goals and
methodologies concerning historic cemeteries.

State Designation
The Virginia Landmarks Register (VLR), established
in 1966 and managed by the VDHR, is the state’s
oﬃcial list of properties important to Virginia’s
history. Such registration is an honor bestowed
on historic properties by the state government.
It recognizes the historic value of a property and
encourages present and future owners to continue to
exercise good stewardship. Criteria used to evaluate
resources for inclusion in this register are the same
as those used for the National Register of Historic
Places. The Cedar Hill Cemetery was listed on the
VLR in 2005, one year before the cemetery was listed
on the National Register.

Federal Designation
Some cemeteries may also be eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places, a designation
managed by the National Park Service and
administered through VDHR. While it is not common
for a cemetery to be listed, Cedar Hill Cemetery
possessed enough significant historic resources to be
listed on the register in 2006. These resources were
found to be significant under Criterion D, in which a
“property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses
high artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components
lack individual distinction, and”

Historic Designation
Local Designation
In 1978, the City of Suﬀolk established a local historic
district now called the Historic Conservation Overlay
District. After additions in the subsequent years, the
local district now includes most of the residential
and commercial properties within the historic
sections of downtown Suﬀolk, including the Cedar
Hill Cemetery. The Suﬀolk Historic District Design
Guidelines (HDDG) were developed to promote the
rehabilitation and preservation of historic structures
within the local Historic Conservation Overlay
District.2 As a result, the guidelines are heavily

2 www.suﬀolk.va.us/PCD/planning/historic/Guidelines/
Chapter1.pdf

under Criteria Consideration D, cemetery, as the
Suﬀolk’s first public cemetery.3
Listing in the National Register provides formal
recognition of a property’s historical, architectural,
or archeological significance based on national
standards. Benefits include:
•

becoming part of the National Register Archives,
a public, searchable database;

3 Kimble, David A. United States Department of the Interior,
National Park Service, National Register of Historic Places
Registration Form for Cedar Hill Cemetery. Suﬀolk, Virginia, 2005
(listed 2006).
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•

contributing to the preservation of historic
resources by documenting a property’s historic
significance;

•

opportunities for preservation incentives, such as
federal grants for planning and rehabilitation;

•

possible state grant opportunities through
VDHR;

•

information on the care and maintenance
of historic properties through various NPS
Preservation Briefs and Tech Notes; and

•

improved networking opportunities with other
historic property owners.

Particularly important for Cedar Hill Cemetery is the
benefit of becoming more visible to potential grantors
that look to the National Register for assurance that
a property is indeed significant enough to receive
support funding.

•

Release of information to the public: if a city public
information oﬃcer is not available, only a person
designated by the cemetery superintendent
should speak to the media about events and the
course of action being taken.

•

Crime scene preservation: if a large vandalism
event has occurred, the first tier designee may
close the site to the public until initial investigation
is completed.

•

Structural stabilization: areas will be roped
oﬀ and signage placed if a risk to the public is
determined;

•

Documentation: on the callback list, identify
those volunteers who will work with an approved
format to photo document any damage. All
photos should and notes should be turned over
to the lead person before the volunteer leaves the
site.

Emergency Preparedness

Recordkeeping

Severe weather events and acts of vandalism can have
a devastating eﬀect on an historic cemetery in a short
period of time. It is important to have a plan of action
in place for addressing such emergencies.

According to the Suﬀolk City Code, the cemetery
superintendent is responsible for keeping a record
of sales of all lots and burial spaces, as well as
all interments in cemeteries [Sec. 22-54 (3)]. The
superintendent is also to maintain a master list
of owners for each cemetery [Sec. 22-134 (d)]. In
addition, the city can repurchase from its owner any
unused or vacated burial space, lot, or mausoleum
site and reimburse the owner the full consideration
paid by the owner to the city [Sec. 22-135 (b)].

To establish an emergency plan, first generate a call list
to inform the appropriate parties, depending on the
type of emergency event. Because the Maintenance
Division of the City of Suﬀolk Department of Public
Works operates the cemetery, a representative should
be assigned as the first tier investigator for any
emergency event. That person would then contact
people on the appropriate call list. Currently the
designative contact is the city manager.
The second tier call list for storm events should
include, for example, the city arborist or urban
forester to address tree issues, a local architectural
conservator to address damage to grave markers
and historic fencing, and an archeologist in the case
of soil disturbance. In the event of vandalism, the list
should include the local police and an architectural
conservator if there is damage to historic resources.
Teams of volunteers can be organized as the third tier
to assist the second tier in carrying out inspections,
damage mitigation, assisting in clean-up and repair,
documentation, and other activities. The first and
foremost concern, however, should be personal safety.
Because monuments may be unstable and damaged
trees can shift with winds and continue to drop large
branches, volunteers should work only under the
guidance of a qualified professional.

Highly Recommended: distribution to plot owners
of guidelines for monument maintenance, stone
cleaning, cleaning and maintenance of metals,
and a blank form to aid them in keeping a record
of cleaning that would then be returned to the
cemetery superintendent for inclusion in monument
documentation.

Funding & Partnerships
Grants for Historic Preservation
It is helpful for a site to have already received historic
designation or be eligible for designation in order
to receive funding for preservation. Designation or
eligibility assures the funding body of the significance
of the site. Because Cedar Hill Cemetery has received
both state and national designation, the following are
possible funding sources for its preservation:

Other issues include:
98
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National
Grants:

National Funding Sources
Historic Preservation Fund:
Administered by: National
(distributed by VDHR)

Endowment

for

the

Humanities

Challenge Grants:
Park

Service

Type of funding: 1:2 matching grants

Administered by: National Endowment for the
Humanities
Type of funding: 1:3 matching grants to $500,000

Projects funded: surveys, preservation studies,
National Register nominations, engineering
studies, etc., meeting Secretary of the Interior
Standards
Other: 10% of available funds go to Certified
Local Governments (CLG), Suﬀolk is a CLG.

National Trust Preservation Funds:

Projects funded: preservation and conservation
programs, construction and renovation of
facilities, equipment/software, fundraising costs,
staﬀ salaries
Other: historical societies and historical sites are
eligible

Preservation Assistance Grants:

Administered by: National Trust for Historic
Preservation
Type of funding: 1:1 matching grants from $500
to $5,000
Projects funded: preservation planning and
educational eﬀorts (architecture, archeology,
engineering, preservation planning, landuse planning, fund raising, organizational
development, law, preservation education) and
intervention funds for preservation emergencies
Other: property should be listed or eligible for
listing on the National Register

National Endowment for the Arts Access to
Artistic Excellence Grants:

Administered by: National Endowment for the
Humanities
Type of funding: 1:3 matching grants less than
$6000
Projects funded: possible source for monument
conservation
Other: typical recipients include libraries,
museums,
historical
societies,
archival
repositories, arts and cultural organizations, and
town and county records oﬃces

Collaborative Research Grants:
Administered by: National Endowment for the
Humanities

Administered by: National Endowment for the
Arts

Type of funding: 1:1 matching grants, $25,000 to
$100,000

Type of funding: 1:1 matching grants from $5,000
to $150,000

Projects funded: could be used for archeological
and other scholarly investigations of the
cemeteries

Projects funded: preservation of significant works
of art/cultural traditions
Other: may be available to conserve cemetery
sculpture and shell mounds

Preserve America Grants:

America’s Historical and Cultural Organizations:
Planning and Implementation Grants:
Administered by: National Endowment for the
Humanities

Administered by: National Park Service
Type of funding: 1:1 matching grants; minimum
$20,000-$250,000
Projects funded: supports planning, marketing,
research, training, and interpretation directed
towards economic and educational opportunities
related to heritage tourism; does not fund “bricksand-mortar” projects
Other: grants only for Preserve
Communities, of which Suﬀolk is one

Other: supports full- or part-time research
activities

America

Type of funding: 1:1 matching grants, $40,000 to
$75,000
Projects funded: use for planning and
implementation of an interpretive program
National Center for Preservation Technology and
Training (NCPTT) Grants
Administered by: NCPTT and National Park
Service
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Type of funding: refer website: www.ncptt.nps.
gov/

collections maintenance, operational budget
supplementation

Projects Funded: projects that develop new
technologies or adapt existing technologies to
preserve cultural resources, including laboratory
or field research that explores novel methods
or adaptations, with a priority of mitigation
of storm damage on
cultural
resources;
training activities, workshops, and curriculum
development that promotes the use of new or
adaptive technologies; documentation using new
or emerging methods; manuscript or website
development that disseminates innovative
preservation technologies; and meetings of
experts to discuss the application of technologies
to address preservation problems;

Eligible Applicants local governments, nonprofit
museums, historical organizations, and historic
sites

Eligible Applicants: nonprofits; local, state,
and federal government agencies; federallyrecognized tribes

State Funding Sources
Virginia Department of Historic Resources
Grants (all administered by VDHR)
Cost-Share Survey and Planning Grants
Type of funding: refer www.dhr.virginia.gov/
survey/Survey1.htm
Projects funded: survey and planning,
including architectural surveys, archaeological
investigations, the development or revision of
design guidelines, and nomination of properties
Eligible Applicants: localities and nonprofits
Certified Local Government (CLG) Grants
Type of funding: refer www.dhr.virginia.gov/clg/
clg3.htm
Projects funded: survey, National Register
nomination preparation, preservation planning,
public heritage education, review board training,
archaeological site testing, or rehabilitation of a
publicly-owned building
Eligible Applicants Certified Local Governments
only
State Historic Preservation Grants from the General
Assembly
Type of funding: refer www.dhr.virginia.gov/state_
grants/state_grants_ovrvw.htm
Projects funded: complete rehabilitations of
buildings listed in or determined eligible for
listing in the Virginia Landmarks Register,

100

Virginia
Department
Enhancement Funds

of

Transportation

Type of funding: refer www.virginiadot.org/projects/
pr-enhancegrants.asp
Projects funded: bicycle and pedestrian facilities;
bicycle and pedestrian safety and education
programs; acquisition of scenic easements
and scenic or historic sites, including historic
battlefields; scenic or historic highway programs,
including tourist and welcome centers;
landscaping and scenic beautification; historic
preservation, including survey, documentation,
and rehabilitation; rehabilitation and operation
of historic transportation buildings, structures,
or facilities; preservation of abandoned railway
corridors, including the conversion and use
of corridors for pedestrian or bicycle trails;
inventory, control, and removal of outdoor
advertising; archaeological planning and research;
environmental mitigation to address water
pollution due to highway run-oﬀ or to reduce
wildlife mortality while maintaining habitat
connectivity; establishment of transportation
museums
Eligible Applicants: individuals, organizations,
and local and state government agencies

Virginia Foundation for the Humanities
Open Grant Program
Type of funding: grants from $3,000 to $10,000
Program Website:
grants/index.html

www.virginiafoundation.org/

Support: any humanities field in any format
Eligible Applicants: incorporated nonprofits, not
limited to 501(c)3 organizations
Discretionary Grant Program
Type of funding: grants to $2,500 maximum
Program Website:
grants/index.html

www.virginiafoundation.org/

Eligible Applicants: incorporated nonprofits, not
limited to 501(c)3 organizations
African American History Mini Grant Program
Type of funding: grants to $3,000 maximum
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Program Website:
grants/index.html

www.virginiafoundation.org/

Support: African American history and culture,
research and documentation of African American
historic sites, institutions that interpret African
American history, African American heritage
tourism

•

Additional benefits include lower postal rates
and free public service announcements, among
others.

•

“Friends” group could organize inventories
of markers, curbing, fencing, and vegetation;
cemetery
cleanups;
public
education;
interpretation; special events; and development
of brochures and guided walks to increase public
awareness of both sites.

•

Activities to raise funds for restoration and
cleaning of historic markers that can be organized
by the “Friends” group include:

Eligible Applicants: incorporated nonprofits, not
limited to 501(c)3 organizations

Local Funding Sources
The Norfolk Foundation

□

researching bank records for unused trust
funds designated to maintain specific
graves;

□

developing a venue for sales of notecards,
rubbings, cemetery guides, photographs,
or even plants propagated from cemetery
cuttings or bulb divisions;

□

researching descendents of deceased and
contacting them to solicit donations for plot
care;

Potential Partnerships and Programs

□

The following organizations or programs present
partnering opportunities for various cemetery
preservation projects:

soliciting
donations
from
associated
businesses, such as funeral homes and
monument companies;

□

establishing a trust fund for the care of the
historic cemeteries;

Type of funding: grants up to $400,000
Website: www.norfolkfoundation.org
Interests: varied, has a green building initiative
and has supported historic preservation
Geographical area: Chesapeake, Norfolk,
Portsmouth, Suﬀolk, Virginia Beach, Franklin
City, Smithfield, and Isle of Wight, Southampton,
Accomack, and Northampton counties.

Highly Recommended: support the formation of
a non-profit “Friends of the Cemeteries” group to
raise money and support for the work needed in the
historic cemeteries. Benefits include the following:
•

•

•

•

Non-profit corporations that have 501(c)(3) (taxexempt) status are eligible for local, state, and
federal tax exemptions.

•

networking, to support preservation activities,
with other non-profits; and

•

conducting other fund-raising activities such as:

Grants and some other donations are also easier
to obtain if the group has 501(c)(3) status. Many
foundations and government agencies limit their
grants to tax-exempt groups.
Board members, oﬃcers, and employees of
the non-profit are also protected from personal
liability for corporate debts or lawsuits. However,
if a director does not perform his or her job in
the non-profit’s best interests, they can be held
liable.
Corporations are entities separate from the
individuals who manage them, making the
group’s mission and structure above the personal
interests of persons and assuring continuity,
thus making the organization more attractive to
donors.

□

themed walking history tours;

□

photo competitions and workshops;

□

genealogy workshops and family history
events;

□

working with local scout groups to complete
cemetery projects;

□

preservation workshops; and

□

bird and nature watching.

Adopt-A-Plot program:
•

Instigated by many cemeteries: individuals,
groups, or organizations commit to care for a
particular cemetery plot over a period of time.

•

Plot care would include weeding plot coverings
and caring for plant materials within the plot, as
well as reporting to the cemetery superintendent
any problems such as damaged trees or
headstones.
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•

Activities could also include documenting and
inventorying markers, curbs, plot covers, and
vegetation.

•

Encourage a cooperative relationship between
the “Friends” group and the Suﬀolk Nansemond
Historical Society.

Highly Recommended: that Public Works appoint a
Volunteer Coordinator that would be responsible for
managing volunteer activities at this cemetery and be
a liaison with the “friends” group discussed above.
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Appendix A: Illustrated Condition Definition Chart
Conservation Plan for Cemetery Markers
The goal of conservation is to extend the life and integrity of the cemetery markers. This will entail planned appropriate
interventions to prolong the life of the materials that compose these markers. Although, some markers require repair, most
can endure with proper maintenance. To accomplish this seemingly simple task the cooperation of the plot owners, city
staﬀ, cemetery maintenance staﬀ, volunteers, the Technical Review Committee and conservation professionals must work
toward the common goal of preservation.

Introduction
JMA’s architectural conservator conducted a general conditions assessment for the Cedar Hill Cemetery including
extensive examination of the existing conditions of the site and specifically the grave markers, mausoleums and
plot enclosures. The scope of work for this assessment did not allow fir individual assessment of each marker.
Therefore, general conditions and recommendations are given to illustrate the extent of conservation work
necessary in the cemetery. Each marker should be individually assessed by a professional, prior to implementing
anything more than general maintenance treatments.

General Condition Definitions
Typical Conditions at Grave Markers
Condition

Description

Causes

Aggressive
cleaning

Rough, clean surfaces with
visible, loose grains of stone
are signs of past aggressive
cleaning that have damaged
the stone.

Aggressive cleaning methods
that damage stone include
high pressure water spray
(above 200 psi), acidic and
bleach cleaners, and abrasive
cleaners.

Biological growth

Biological growth is a broad
term used to cover any small
scale lichen, moss, or fungus
covering a masonry surface
that is sustained through
moisture within the masonry
itself. Biological growth can
take the form of a solid,
smooth discoloration or it can
appear mottled and bumpy.
Biological growth at Cedar Hill
can be orange, black, green,
or red.

Biological growth is only
possible on surfaces that
provide food, water, and the
right amount of light or shade.
Chronically damp masonry
in shaded locations provides
good places for biological
growth. Also, masonry
surfaces that have become
roughened by erosion or
deterioration create excellent
places for holding water and
supporting biological growth.

Broken markers

Broken markers are one of
Broken markers are caused by
the most common problems.
vandalism.
Thinner slabs, typically
marble, are snapped in half or
shattered into multiple pieces.
Urns and obelisks are broken
at the thinnest parts.

Photographs
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Description

Causes

Cracks (indicating Cracks can indicate problems
a problem)
that need to be addressed.
Hairline cracks are typically
not a problem. But cracks that
run through a piece of stone
should be repaired.

Cracks in solid masonry are
typically caused by stress,
such as from an impact, from
leaning on one edge, or from
the expansion of corroded
metal.

Cracks (natural
weathering)

Some cracks are caused by
the normal weathering of the
stone as it ages.

Natural cracks form along
veins of clay or lines of stress
caused during the rock’s
formation.

Displacement
from foundation

Markers are displaced at
their base and no longer sit
fully on their foundations.
Markers that are not properly
supported by the foundation
are in danger of collapse.

Markers may become
displaced from their
foundations because of
leaning, vandalism, or impact
from maintenance equipment.

Fallen over

Markers have fallen over or
collapsed and are no longer
standing on their foundations.

Markers may fall over if they
are leaning, are displaced
from their foundation, are
undermined by soil erosion
or tree roots, or are knocked
over through vandalism.

Lawn care
equipment
damage

Damage from lawn care
equipment can take the form
of horizontal cuts along base
stones, gouges at corners,
and radial scrapes. More
severe impacts from lawn
care equipment can lead to
collapse or displacement of
markers.

Improperly used lawn care
equipment, which comes too
close to gravesite features,
cause this type of damage.
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Condition

Description

Causes

Leaning

Leaning stones have reached
a point where they are in
danger of collapse.

Leaning can be caused by a
loss of the mortar bond that
holds the stones together,
by movement or erosion of
the soil, by tree roots, and by
vandalism.

Loose elements

Loose elements are pieces of
decorative stone that have
no mortar or dowels to keep
them in place. These smaller
stones have shifted and no
longer sit in their proper place.
Loose elements are targets for
theft.

Elements may have become
loose through the loss of
mortar, through leaning or
movement of the marker, or
by vandalism.

Missing elements

Many small scale decorative
elements are missing,
particularly urns that sat on
top of rectangular posts.

Missing elements have either
been stolen or broken by
vandalism.

Mortar loss

Mortar is the material that
holds masonry units together.
The loss or deterioration of
mortar means that the stone
units are no longer bonded
and are vulnerable to leaning,
displacement, or falling over.

Mortar will deteriorate
through natural weathering.
Mortar loss can be accelerated
by chronic moisture and by
movement in the masonry.

Past repairs

Signs of past repair include
cracked or broken pieces
that have been cemented
together and the installation
of concrete curbs to prevent
leaning or tilting. Some
past repairs have been well
executed, while others have
been less sensitive.

Past repairs have been
installed to restore broken
grave markers.

Photographs
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Condition

Description

Causes

Replacement
marker

New markers are placed next
to historic markers bearing
the name, age, and birth and
death dates.

New markers are installed
when the original marker
becomes too deteriorated to
read or is in danger of falling
apart.

Soil build up

Soil build up occurs where
soil or ground covers begin to
cover portions of the marker.

Soil build up can be caused
in areas that receive eroded
soil. It can also occur in areas
of chronic damp that support
heavy biological growth, such
as moss.

Soil erosion

Soil erosion is the gradual
loss of soil at the base of a
marker. In severe situations,
the foundations become
exposed, which may lead to
destabilization of the marker.

Soil erosion can be caused
by heavy water runoﬀ down
terraced hillsides. Soil erosion
may also be exacerbated by
the use of heavy lawn care
equipment on hillsides.

Spalls

Spalls are the loss of large
chunks of masonry.

Spalls are most often caused
by the corrosion of embedded
metal. As it corrodes, the
embedded metal expands,
causing the masonry to crack
and spall.

Tree or tree root
damage

Tree trunks envelope grave
markers as they grow. Tree
roots disrupt graver marker
foundations, causing leaning,
displacement, and collapse.

Damage from tree roots is
caused by the close proximity
of gravesite features to
mature trees.

Vegetation
overgrowth

Ground covers such as English
ivy were planted to eliminate
the need for mowing or
for maintaining perennials.
However, on many plots,
ivy has taken over, growing
over entire markers. In
addition, shrubs have grown
to unplanned sizes, obscuring
grave markers.

Vegetation becomes
overgrown through a lack of
proper maintenance. Climbing
ground covers must be kept
oﬀ of gravesite features.
Shrubs must be pruned to
maintain the desired size.
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Typical Conditions at Mausoleums
Condition

Description

Causes

Biological growth

Biological growth is a broad
term used to cover any small
scale lichen, moss, or fungus
covering a masonry surface
that is sustained through
moisture within the masonry
itself. Biological growth at
the Cedar Hill mausoleums is
typically black and uniform.
Biological growth is heavy on
roofs and along walls where
water runs downhill.

Biological growth is only
possible on surfaces that
provide food, water, and the
right amount of light or shade.
Chronically damp masonry
in shaded locations provides
good places for biological
growth. Also, masonry
surfaces that have become
roughened by erosion or
deterioration create excellent
places for holding water and
supporting biological growth.

Clogged site
drains

Concrete site drains are
filled with soil and moss and
no longer effectively direct
water runoff away from the
mausoleum foundations.

The site drains have been
clogged because soil and
debris has collected in the
trough through lack of
maintenance.

Cracking at
concrete

Cracks run through beams at
the side of the porch at the
Hill mausoleum.

The cracks appear to be
caused by the corrosion
of embedded metal
reinforcement.

Crumbling
concrete

Concrete at the edges of the
Hill mausoleum show signs of
crumbling, cracking, and loss.

The crumbling concrete
is caused by water runoff
at vulnerable edges of the
concrete work.

Mortar loss

Mortar is the material that
holds masonry units together.
The loss or deterioration of
mortar means that the joints
are open allowing water to
infiltrate the structure.

Mortar will deteriorate
through natural weathering.
Mortar loss can be accelerated
by chronic moisture and by
movement in the masonry.

Photographs
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Typical Conditions at Plot Enclosures

114

Condition

Description

Causes

Cracks

Cracks run through masonry
walls and also, possibly,
through slate capstones.

Cracking is typically caused
by movement in the masonry
though loss of mortar or tree
root growth.

Masonry
disruption

Large sections of masonry
have moved or are bulging.

Masonry disruption can be
caused by loss of mortar,
cracking, and tree root
growth.

Loss, large scale

Large sections of masonry
have collapsed or have been
removed after collapse.

Loss of plot enclosures are
typically caused by deferred
maintenance. Timely repairs
may have prevented collapse.

Loss, small scale

Small scale features, such as
Small scale features are
urns or finials, are lost entirely. typically damaged or stolen
through vandalism.

Leaning

Railing sections and posts are
tilted or leaning out of plumb.

The loss of large sections of
ironwork and posts weakens
the remaining ironwork, which
begins to lean without the
original supports.
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Condition

Description

Causes

Missing ironwork
elements

Large sections of railing and
gates are missing from the
plot enclosure.

Ironwork is lost through
vandalism. The remaining
ironwork is weakened and
becomes and easy target for
further vandalism.

Missing rails

Tubular rails are missing from
stone post and metal rail type
fencing.

Metal rails may be lost
through corrosion of the
original rails, deliberate
removal by the owner, or by
vandalism.

Photographs
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Appendix B: Inspection
Checklist

•

Dead leaves or flowers;

•

Fallen trees and large limbs that need to be
cleared away;

Regular inspections of cemetery features will help
ensure that they remain in good condition. Inspections
should be documented with reports and photographs,
if possible. Cedar Hill Cemetery should be mapped,
utilizing GPS technology if possible, and each
gravestone marker, plot enclosure, and historic tree
given a unique identifying label. This documentation
will aid in understanding the severity of certain
chronic conditions. The following conditions should
be noted:

•

Weeds or invasive alien plants;

•

Edging needed to prevent walking or driving
over the root system of a plant;

•

Follow-up to plant installation such as root bound
container plants, removal of trunk wraps or guy
wires;

•

Irrigation problems leading to
overwatering, or underwatering;

•

Need for cabling; and

Site Elements

•

Need for a lightning rod.

•

Ponding water, slow draining areas, and/or
failing plants;

Masonry Elements

•

Linear deposition of mulch, soil, and/or leaf
litter indicating movement of stormwater during
heavier rain events that will likely lead to erosion
and channeling over time;

ponding,

•

Damage from vandalism, such as graﬃti;

•

Soiling or staining, type and extent;

•

Weathering of carved detailing;

•

Mortar erosion, mortar failure, and open joints;

•

Cracked, spalled, or otherwise damaged masonry,
particularly in conjunction with rust staining;

•

Corrosion of embedded metal elements,
particularly at dowel locations (note any
associated masonry disruption);

•

Moss, ivy, or other biological growth that thrives
in excessively moist conditions;

•

Clogged channel or site drains;

•

Overgrown vegetation and/or plantings;

•

Key vegetation and/or plantings that are damaged
or failing;

•

Leaning masonry or loose masonry units;

•

Cracked, misaligned, or disrupted paving; and

•

•

Erosion of ground around base.

Rising damp (moisture migrating up from subgrade/foundations into masonry causing
eﬄorescence, staining, and delamination);

Vegetation

•

Quick-fixes, such as caulks and sealants;

•

Broken limbs/branches to be removed and wound
areas to be treated;

•

•

Dense interior branching requiring thinning or
pruning to allow light and air into the center of
the plant;

Cracked masonry (note extent and width of
cracks, whether cracks run through masonry
units or masonry joints, as well as any associated
masonry disruption); and

•

Uneven weathering.

•

Infestations of insect pests;

•

Infection or pathogen infestation;

•

Erosion of the soil around the plant base;

•

Bare areas that need to be mulched or planted;

•

Soil fertility and moisture problems exhibited in
leaf color, texture, or drop;

•

Soil compaction;

•

Holes in the ground from animals;

•

Excessive density of a plant colony;

•

Dead wood;

Metal Elements
•

Damage from vandalism;

•

Broken or missing elements;

•

Cracking or loose anchors or bolts;

•

Deleterious weathering of metal statuary or
erosion of lettering;

•

Corrosion of steel and iron;

•

Bubbling, bulging, or failed coatings on steel and
iron;

•

Corrosion, streaking, and pitting at bronze
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•

Poor drainage or ponding;

•

Clogged weep holes;

•

Cracking in plaques;

•

Missing letters at plaques;

•

Loose handrails; and

•

Missing rails or decorative elements.
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Appendix C: Documentation
Documentation of Markers and
Enclosures
Organized documentationofthe architectural features
of each plot should be used for the management of
cemetery resources. Documentation is important
so that the history of previous interventions can
help guide appropriate maintenance and future
treatments. Documentation can include information
on the type, condition, repair records and other data
on each plot:
•

Create an electronic database of cemetery plots
that includes known burial information, wall and
fence features, grave marker and monument type
and condition, inscriptions and photographs.

•

Curate the collection of monuments, grave
markers and other cemetery features as an
important collection of historical artifacts.

•

Establish a working relationship with an
architectural conservator to provide ongoing
consultation for various conservation issues to
ensure that correct methods and practices are
applied.

•

Work with the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources to develop additional guidelines for
cemetery records and cemetery management that
complement the recommendations set out in this
preservation plan.

Attached are the sample Monument /Grave Marker
Survey Data Form and Structures Survey Data Form
to use as a guide in documenting grave markers and
structures such as plot enclosures, fencing systems
and others.

Documentation of Vegetation
Thorough documentation of cemetery vegetation
is important for the management of historic plants
and trees in particular. Locate each tree, shrub, and
perennial planting using GPS and incorporate into
the city database. The, assess the condition of historic
plants referring to the attached Vegetation Survey
Data Form. Although this was developed for trees,
it can also be used to document shrubs and other
historic plants.
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SAMPLE CEMETERY SURVEY FORM
Name of Cemetery __________________________________
__
Location Ref. No.
___
Name of Recorder
Date of Recording
__

County
__
Photo Date
Negative No. ________________________________________

NAME(S):
___
Last

First

Middle

MARKER AND ASSOCIATED OBJECTS:
❒ head
❒ tablet with slotted base
❒ foot
❒ curbing
❒ crypt
❒ fencing
❒ slab
❒ other
MATERIAL:
❒ granite
❒ marble
❒ limestone
❒ sandstone
❒ wood

❒ concrete
❒ metal
❒ combination
❒ other

ORIENTATION (marker faces):
❒N
❒S

❒E

❒W

OVERALL DIMENSIONS: Width

❒ NE

❒ SE

Height

CARVED SURFACES:
❒ front
❒ back
❒ top

❒ side panels
❒ end panels
❒ other

CONDITION OF CARVING:
❒ mint
❒ clear but worn
❒ mostly readable

❒ traces
❒ illegible
❒ underground

❒ NW

❒ SW
Depth

__

DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN:

OVERALL CONDITION:
❒ soiled
❒ stained
❒ delaminating
❒ graffiti
❒ other damage
❒ previous repairs

❒ biological activity
❒ erosion
❒ blistering/flaking/scaling/powdering
❒ cracked

❒ tilted/fallen/sunken
❒ open joints
❒ fragmented
❒ losses
__
__

RECORD INSCRIPTION:

Photo

Repairs (date)
Work Performed
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Tree Inventory Data Sheet
Student Name:
Group Name:
Date:

Study Site:
Verification:

Tree ID#

Species:

Understory (Circle one) - Impervious (including all paved and unpaved surfaces (concrete, asphalt, bare soil, and
compacted gravel), Grass (including grass groundcover), or Forest Litter (leaves, twigs, flower, fruit and other natural
tree droppings)
Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) inches
Circumference (in)

/ Pi 3.14 =

inches in diameter

Height
Using the clinometer locate the top of the object through the sight. Keep the level bubble centered. This creates a 45
degree angle from the tree. Measure the distance from you to the base of the tree = (D). Measure your height to eye level
= (H). Height of Tree = D + H.
Height Class
D(ft)

+ H(ft)

=

feet

Height Class =

1 = <25 feet
2 = 25-45 feet
3 = >45 feet

Health
Evaluate overall tree health by inspecting the tree’s crown, trunk, and roots. Look for exposed roots, missing bark, decay,
or unbalanced foliage as signs of an unhealthy tree. Select a rating below after completing the worksheet on the other side
of the paper.
5 = Excellent
4 = Good
3 = Fair
2 = Poor
1 = Dead

Condition
Make a determination of growing condition based upon your knowledge of the site characteristics and the individual tree’s
growth preferences (if known). Select a rating below after completing the worksheet on the other side of the paper.
3 = Good
2 = Fair
1 = Poor
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Appendix D: DHR Cemetery Guidelines
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